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Simcenter sound and 
vibration analyzer

Solution brief

Use Simcenter SCADAS XS 
and Simcenter Testxpress 
to improve products earlier 
in the development stages 

Producing less prototypes with an 

efficient, no-compromise sound and 

vibration analyzer 

It is essential to master unique sound 

and vibration performance to create 

top-charting products. Customers 

demand quieter, more comfortable, 

powerful and longer-lasting products. 

Additionally, governments impose 

increasingly strict regulations on noise 

and vibration levels and eco-sustainabil-

ity. However, development teams are 

dealing with reduced budgets and the 

challenge of increasing testing efficiency 

to reach ambitious targets more rapidly.

Leading manufacturers are investing in 

in-house labs that enable them to adopt 

smart sound and vibration strategies to 

achieve the highest level of product 

quality. The goal is to adopt new meth-

odologies to gain a deep understanding 

of the sound and vibration product 

behavior to make correct decisions and 

product improvements earlier in 

development. 

To answer this need, Siemens Digital 

Industries Software developed a unique 

offering combining the ease of use of 

Simcenter™ Testxpress software with the 

high-speed performance and quality of 

the advanced measurement system, 

Simcenter SCADAS™ XS hardware. This 

Challenges

• Make quick assessments of a product's 
combined sound and vibration behavior

• Gain detailed insights combining sound 
and vibration performance

• Record data in the lab and on location 
without bulky equipment

Solutions

• Adopt strategic and systematic develop-
ment approaches

• Use one platform for sound and vibration 
testing offering flexibility with tokens 

• Leverage compact, scalable hardware

Results

• Access accurate and detailed data, 
combined with systematic methodology 
to improve products earlier in the devel-
opment stages

• Produce less prototypes 

• Bring products to market faster 
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values or harmonic content from the 

frequency spectrum. All functions can be 

averaged or tracked to a specific chan-

nel. The FFT analysis can be combined 

with any other analyzer function,  

such as:

• Real-time narrow-band frequency 

analysis 

• Multiple real-time frequency calcula-

tions on one data set 

• Simultaneous multi-analysis without 

performance loss

Modal impact testing 

Simcenter Testxpress Modal Impact 

Testing software supports interactive and 

easy measurement using impact hammer 

excitation according to roving or fixed 

hammer techniques. The calibration 

wizard guides the user through the 

calibration process. Calibrator, channel 

information and data visualization in 

time and frequency domains are clearly 

displayed. Impact hammer trigger detec-

tion is fully automated with the trigger 

detection wizard. This includes:

•  Real-time and parallel measurements, 

such as windowed/un-windowed time 

data, auto power spectrum (APS), FRF 

and coherence 

• Trigger setting wizard for hammer hit 

• Versatile graphical displays for 

measurement control

toolset provides access to detailed and 

augmented sound and vibration data to 

increase testing efficiency and productiv-

ity. As an option, this toolset can be used 

for International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO) certification 

according to a wide range of vibration 

and acoustical ISO standards. It includes 

an easy-to-use interface, which enables 

you to seamlessly integrate data acquisi-

tion and analysis and report your results 

to Microsoft Office with a single click.

The Simcenter Sound and Vibration 

Analyzer is an open system enabling 

engineers to easily import and export 

external formats or exchange data from 

the Simcenter Testlab™ software suite. It 

is possible to extend the Simcenter 

Testxpress system with advanced 

Simcenter Testlab sound and vibration 

engineering tools while using the same 

Simcenter SCADAS frontend, along with 

the possibility to scale up to hundreds of 

channels.

These products are part of the Xcelerator 

portfolio, the comprehensive and inte-

grated portfolio of software and services 

from Siemens Digital Industries 

Software.

Simcenter Testxpress 

Simcenter Testxpress is a task-based 

software providing real-time sound and 

vibration data analysis that shows 

instant results. It saves raw time data for 

backup or further postprocessing and 

offers easy access to advanced online 

tools such as filtering, smoothing, aver-

aging and a mathematical combination 

of channels. 

It provides a full platform for all daily 

tasks and enables you to: 

• Perform fast Fourier transform (FFT), 

order, octave and throughput in paral-

lel while displaying real-time results on 

screen 

• Validate data quality on the spot and 

diagnose problems during 

measurements

Additionally, Simcenter Testxpress allows 

you to automate measurement proce-

dures from acquisition to report, such as: 

• Preparing measurement campaigns 

upfront and reducing setup and execu-

tion time 

• Locking critical parameters to safe-

guard data quality and consistency

As a result, you can streamline testing 

procedures so anybody in the team can 

conduct them with limited time and 

effort. Moreover, your team members 

will gain time to work on more complex 

testing projects and adopt more strategic 

and systematic approaches, such as 

source-transfer-receiver methodology. 

FFT analyzer 

Simcenter Testxpress offers real-time 

analysis of FFTs, power spectral densities 

(PSD), crosspowers, frequency response 

function (FRF), coherences, etc. Users 

can determine resonances, damping 
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Simcenter SCADAS XS data  

acquisition system

Simcenter SCADAS XS data acquisition 

hardware covers measurement scenarios 

from six to 12 channels and supports a 

wide range of sensors for direct 

connectivity.

This pocket-sized, compact and portable 

solution allows quick and flexible setup 

and cheaper transport to support global 

teams. The robust design enables it to 

withstand shocks and vibration levels in 

the toughest circumstances. Its internal 

battery autonomy allows you to use it for 

six hours (typical use) without 

Octave analyzer 

Using Simcenter Testxpress Octave 

Analyzer software is ideal for trouble-

shooting acoustic problems. The octave 

filter functions can be averaged or 

tracked against a specific channel. To 

perform various analyses simultaneously, 

combine the octave analysis with any 

other analyzer function. The Simcenter 

SCADAS frontend has no cooling fan and 

provides the silent operation required for 

acoustic testing, including: 

• Real-time octaves according to 

International Electrotechnical 

Commission (IEC) 61260 and American 

Nation Standards Institute (ANSI) 

S1.11 Class 1 standards 

• Octave fractions, one whole, 

one-third, one-sixth, one-twelfth, and 

one-twenty-fourth reverberation time

Order analyzer 

Simcenter Testxpress Order Analyzer 

software calculates order maps, single 

order cuts and overall levels. The system 

resamples data relative to a specific 

revolutions per minute (RPM) or speed 

channel and clearly shows all speed-re-

lated phenomena. For industrial applica-

tions, it offers tachometer conditioning 

and digital processing tools to provide 

accurate measurement results, even in 

the case of rapidly accelerating shafts. 

This includes:

• Real-time high-precision order tracking

• Two dedicated tachometer condition-

ing inputs 

• Any dynamic channel as speed input

Throughput recorder 

Parallel to the analyzer applications, 

Simcenter Testxpress can function as a 

throughput recorder. The system directly 

streams data to disk and saves long data 

sequences at high bandwidth while 

maintaining flexible data visualization 

and manipulation. Data throughput is 

also possible in standalone mode. 

Parallel data throughput to a personal 

computer (PC) and CompactFlash 

memory cards enable full data security. 

Advanced triggering capabilities with 

pre- and post-triggers let the system 

operate independently and start data 

recording when a specific event occurs.
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recharging. Its small size makes it easy to 

be carried while doing remote tests or 

while traveling.

Simcenter SCADAS XS can be combined 

with a Simcenter SCADAS 3D binaural 

headset for cost-effective binaural 

recording and immediate, high-quality 

data replay of any analog, Sony/Philips 

Digital interface format (S/PDIF) or 

headset channel. This integrated replay 

capability provides an easy and effective 

way to validate acoustic quality.

From troubleshooting to digital 

product development

Achieving engineering excellence is a 

challenge. Staying at the forefront of the 

market and consistently delivering better 

products requires you to future-proof 

your product. You can leverage sound 

and vibration solutions that cover certifi-

cation and troubleshooting testing and 

unlock digital product development. 

Using Simcenter enables you to grow 

your testing capabilities to obtain more 

detailed engineering insights. With 

Simcenter you can combine test-based 

data with simulation in one platform. 

Deploying simulation-driven develop-

ment built on accurate test-based data 

will help you to claim your leading 

position in the market.
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